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The problem of optimal size, shape, and placement of a proximal radius-fracture ﬁxation-plate is addressed
computationally using a combined ﬁnite-element/design-optimization procedure. To expand the set of
physiological loading conditions experienced by the implant during normal everyday activities of the
patient, beyond those typically covered by the pre-clinical implant-evaluation testing procedures, the case of
a wheel-chair push exertion is considered. Toward that end, a musculoskeletal multi-body inverse-dynamics
analysis is carried out of a human propelling a wheelchair. The results obtained are used as input to a ﬁnite-
element structural analysis for evaluation of the maximum stress and fatigue life of the parametrically
deﬁned implant design. While optimizing the design of the radius-fracture ﬁxation-plate, realistic functional
requirements pertaining to the attainment of the required level of the devise safety factor and longevity/
lifecycle were considered. It is argued that the type of analyses employed in the present work should be:
(a) used to complement the standard experimental pre-clinical implant-evaluation tests (the tests which
normally include a limited number of daily-living physiological loading conditions and which rely on single
pass/fail outcomes/decisions with respect to a set of lower-bound implant-performance criteria) and
(b) integrated early in the implant design and material/manufacturing-route selection process.
Keywords musculoskeletal modeling and simulations, optimiza-
tion, radius-fracture ﬁxation-plate implant
1. Introduction
It is a common practice nowadays to judge the success of a
surgery involving an implantable device (e.g., radius- or
femoral-fracture ﬁxation-plate implant, total hip replacement,
etc.) by how quickly the patient can return to his/her normal
activities of daily living following the surgical procedure
(Ref 1). Another measure of the success of these surgeries is the
longevity of the implanted device subjected to the physiological
forces associated with the normal daily activities performed by
the patient. However, as people are living longer and contin-
uing to maintain active lifestyles, the paradigm of ‘‘everyday
activities’’ must also evolve. This is critical since physiological
loading conditions associated with these daily activities should
be included in the pre-clinical implant-evaluation testing
procedures. For example, long-term fatigue-controlled stability
of hip implants has been evaluated under the conditions of
normal walking (Ref 2-4), sit-to-stand (Ref 2), and stair
climbing (Ref 3, 4) and in a combination of these daily
activities (Ref 5). However, only a relatively small number of
the physiological loading conditions (derived from everyday
activities of the patient), such as the ones just mentioned, are
normally covered by the pre-clinical implant evaluation studies.
The main reason for this is that the inclusion of more complex
physiological loading conditions in the experimental pre-
clinical implant evaluation testing procedures could be quite
challenging and costly.
The additional shortcoming of the current pre-clinical
implant evaluation studies is that they are used to mainly
evaluate already designed and manufactured implant devices.
This ensures that these devices will meet a predeﬁned set of
functional and longevity criteria. However, the results of these
tests, unless the devise has failed to meet the performance/
longevity criteria, are rarely integrated in the overall implant-
design process. Consequently what is left unanswered is if the
accepted new implant can meet the performance and longevity
requirements under other physiological loading conditions
associated with normal daily living and if the design (including
the material selected for the implant) is optimal (with respect to
its size, shape, placement, weight, cost, etc.).
The main objective of the present work is to demonstrate how
musculoskeletal modeling can be used to generate physiological
loading conditions not normally covered by the pre-clinical
implant-evaluation tests, although they may be associated with
the fairly normal daily activities. Within the present work, the
recently developed novel technology for computer modeling of
the human-body mechanics and dynamics, namely the AnyBody
Modeling System (Ref 6) and its associated public domain
library of body models are being fully utilized and further
developed. In its most recent rendition (Ref 7), the AnyBody
Modeling System enables creation of a detailed computer model
for the human body (including all important components of the
musculoskeletal system) as well as examination of the inﬂuence
of different postures and the environment on the internal joint
forces and muscle activity.
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The second main objective of the present article is to
demonstrate how the loading conditions derived using mus-
culoskeletal modeling can be utilized within a combined
ﬁnite-element/design-optimization procedure to carry out opti-
mization of the design of an implanted device. Speciﬁcally,
optimal thickness, angular size, and placement of a proximal
radius-fracture ﬁxation-plate under wheel-chair push exertion
loading conditions are investigated. Optimization of the
implant thickness, angular size, and placement is carried out
with respect to its ability to meet several functional require-
ments pertaining to both the necessary level of fractured-radius
ﬁxation and to meeting the longevity/lifespan constraints.
Details regarding these functional requirements are presented
in the next section.
The organization of the article is as follows. A brief
overview of the AnyBody Modeling System is provided in
Section 2.1. The musculoskeletal human-body model, the
concepts of muscle recruitment and muscle activity envelope,
the wheel-chair model and the issues related to human/wheel-
chair kinematics and contact interactions are discussed in
Section 2.2-2.5. The deﬁnition of the musculoskeletal problem
of a human propelling the wheel-chair analyzed in the present
work is discussed in Section 2.5. The ﬁnite-element/design-
optimization problem and analysis for the proximal radius-
fracture ﬁxation-plate implant are presented in Section 3. The
results obtained in the present work are presented and discussed
in Section 4. The main conclusions resulting from the present
work are summarized in Section 5.
2. Musculoskeletal Modeling and Simulations
Within the present work, two distinct computational anal-
yses are carried out. Within the ﬁrst analysis (discussed in this
section), a musculoskeletal investigation of a person propelling
a wheel-chair is carried out. The resulting forces, moments,
angular velocities, and angular accelerations, as functions of the
time, acting on the fractured right radius of the person
propelling the wheel-chair are next used in a ﬁnite-element/
design-optimization analysis of the proximal radius-fracture
ﬁxation-plate implant.
2.1 The Anybody Modeling System (Ref 6)
All the musculoskeletal modeling and simulation analyses
carried out in the present work were done using the AnyBody
Modeling System (Ref 6) developed at Aalborg University. The
essential features of this computer program can be summarized
as follows:
(a) The musculoskeletal model is typically constructed as a
standard multi-body dynamics model consisting of rigid
bodies, kinematic joints, kinematic drivers, and force/
moment actuators (i.e., muscles). The kinematic and
dynamic behavior of this model can be determined using
standard multi-body dynamics simulation methods;
(b) Complex geometries of the muscles and their spatial
arrangement/interactions (e.g., muscles wrapping around
other muscles, bones, ligaments, etc.) can be readily
modeled within AnyBody Modeling System (Ref 6);
(c) It is well-established that a typical musculoskeletal
system suffers from the so-called ‘‘muscle redundancy
problem’’: i.e., the number of muscles available is gener-
ally larger than those needed to drive various body
joints. Within the living humans and animals, this prob-
lem is handled by their Central Nervous System (CNS)
which controls muscles activation/recruitment. To mimic
this role of the CNS, the AnyBody Modeling System
(Ref 6) offers the choice of several optimization-based
muscle-recruitment algorithms;
(d) A typical musculoskeletal multi-body dynamics problem
is solved using one of the computationally efﬁcient
inverse dynamics methods within which the desired body
motion is prescribed while the muscle forces required to
produce this motion is computed;
(e) Within the AnyBody Modeling System (Ref 6), the mus-
cle recruitment problem is solved using an optimization-
based approach in the form:




Subjected to the following constraints:
Cf ¼ d ðEq 2Þ
f ðMÞi  0; i 2 1; . . . ; nðMÞ
n o
ðEq 3Þ
where the objective function G (a scalar function of the
vector of n(M) unknown muscle forces, f (M)), deﬁnes
the minimization object of the selected muscle-recruit-
ment criterion (assumed to mimic the one used by the
CNS). Equation (2) deﬁnes the condition for dynamic
mechanical equilibrium where C is the coefﬁcient
matrix for the ‘‘unknown’’ forces/moments in the sys-
tem while d is a vector of the ‘‘known’’ (applied or
inertia) forces. The forces appearing in vector f in
Eq (2) include the unknown muscle forces, f (M), and
the joint-reaction forces, f (R). Equation (3) simply states
that muscles can only pull (not push) and that the
upper bound for the force in each muscle f
Mð Þ
i is the
corresponding muscle strength, Ni:
(f) While there are a number of functional forms for the
objective function, G, the one used in the present work
is the so-called ‘‘min/max’’ form within which the objec-
tive function (to be minimized) is deﬁned as the maxi-











This formulation offers several numerical advantages
over other popular forms of G and, in addition, it
appears to be physiologically sound. That is, under the
assumption that muscle fatigue is directly proportional to
its activity, Eq (1) and (4) essentially state that muscle
recruitment is based on a minimum muscle-fatigue crite-
rion. Also, this expression for G, has been found to
asymptotically approach other formulations of G [e.g.,
the so-called ‘‘Polynomial’’ form (Ref 8)].
(g) The problem deﬁned by Eq (1)-(4) can be linearized
using the so-called ‘‘bound formulation’’ (Ref 9) result-
ing in a linear programming problem with muscle forces
and joint reaction forces as free variables. Relations
between these two types of forces are next used to
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eliminate the joint reaction forces yielding a linear pro-
gramming problem with the number of unknowns equal
to the number of muscles in the system; and
(h) While for a fairly detailed full-body model containing
around one thousand muscles, this constitutes a
medium-to-large size problem which can be readily
solved by a variety of design-optimization methods
(e.g., Simplex, Interior-point methods, etc.), the min/
max problem is inherently indeterminate and must be
solved iteratively. This can be rationalized as follows:
The min/max criterion only deals with the maximally
activated muscles and with muscles which help support
the maximally activated muscles. Since the system, in
general, may contain muscles that have no inﬂuence on
the maximum muscle activity in the system, the forces
in these muscles are left undetermined by the min/max
formulation presented above. To overcome this short-
coming, the muscle-recruitment optimization problem is
solved iteratively, so that each iteration eliminates the
muscles with uniquely determined forces and the proce-
dure is repeated until all muscle forces are determined.
2.2 Musculoskeletal Human-Body Model
The human body musculoskeletal model used in the present
work was downloaded from the public domain AnyScript
Model Repository (Ref 10). The model was originally con-
structed by AnyBody Technology using the AnyBody Model-
ing System (Ref 6) following the procedure described in details
by Damsgaard et al. (Ref 7).
2.2.1 Model Taxonomy. The musculoskeletal human-
body model includes: (a) an arm/shoulder assembly containing
114 muscle units on each side of the body and having a
morphology deﬁned by Van der Helm (Ref 11), (b) a spine
model developed by de Zee et al. (Ref 12) comprising sacrum,
all lumbar vertebrae, a rigid thoracic-spine section, and a total
of 158 muscles, and (c) a pelvis and lower extremity model
with a total of 70 muscles. In total, the model contains more
than 500 individual muscle units and, hence, can be considered
as a fairly detailed description of the human musculoskeletal
system. The anthropometrical dimensions of the model are
selected in such a way that they roughly correspond to a 50th
percentile European male.
2.2.2 Segments and Joints. Within the model, the bodies
(referred to as the ‘‘segments’’ within the AnyBody Modeling
System) are treated as rigid with their mass/inertia properties
derived from mass and shape of the associated bone and the
soft tissue that is allotted to the bone. Joints in the human body
are treated as idealized frictionless kinematic constraints
between the adjoining segments. Both standard kinematic
joints (e.g., spherical joints for the hips, hinge joints for the
knees, etc.) as well as specially developed joints (e.g., those
used to represent kinematic constraints associated with ﬂoating
of the scapula on the thorax) are employed.
2.2.3 Muscles. Muscles are treated as string contractile
force-activation elements which span the distance between the
origin and the insertion points through either the via points or
by wrapping over the surfaces which stand on their way.
Muscle wrapping problem is treated using a shortest-path
contact-mechanics algorithm. Due to the fact that the problem
considered in the present work is dynamic, muscles are
modeled as being non-isometric (i.e., muscle strength is
considered to be a function of the body posture and the rate
of contraction). Also, passive elasticity of muscles (i.e., the
resistance of the muscles to stretching) was considered.
2.2.4 Model Validations. The mechanics of the model is
implemented as a full three-dimensional Cartesian formulation
and includes inertial and gravity body forces. Integral valida-
tion of whole-body musculoskeletal models is very difﬁcult to
conduct. To the best knowledge of the present authors,
validation of the whole-body musculoskeletal model is still
lacking (due to major challenges which would be associated
with such validation). However, various subsystems of the
whole-body model were validated separately. For example:
(a) The lumbar spine model was validated by de Zee et al.
(Ref 12) by comparing the model prediction with in vivo L4-5
intradiscal pressure measurements of Wilke et al. (Ref 13);
(b) de Jong et al. (Ref 14) validated the lower extremity model
by comparing model-predicted muscle activations and pedal
forces with their experimental counterparts obtained in pedaling
experiments; and (c) The shoulder model was validated in the
early work of Van der Helm (Ref 11).
2.3 The Muscle Activity Envelope
As originally recognized by An et al. (Ref 15), the min/max
muscle-recruitment formulation, discussed in Section 2.1,
deﬁnes effectively a minimum fatigue criterion as the basis
for muscle recruitment, i.e., the aim of the proposed muscle-
recruitment strategy is to postpone fatigue of the ‘‘hardest-
working’’ muscle(s) as far as possible. The physiological
consequence of this strategy is that muscles tend to form groups
with muscles within the same group having comparable activity
levels. In particular, in the muscle group associated with the
maximum muscle activity there will be usually many muscles
which, in a coordinated manner, carry a portion of the load
comparable with their individual strengths. Consequently, in
this group, many muscles will have the same activity level,
which will be referred to as ‘‘the muscle activity envelope’’.
The linearity of the reformulated min/max criterion discussed
earlier guarantees that the optimization problem deﬁned by
Eqs (1)-(3), is convex and, hence, that the solution to the
problem is unique and corresponds to the global optimum. In
other words, there is no other muscle recruitment strategy
which can reduce the muscle-activity envelope further. More-
over, since the muscle activity envelope represents the maxi-
mum muscle activation in the model, it can be interpreted as the
fraction of maximum voluntary contraction necessary to
support the imposed loads (wheel-chair push-exertion and
gravity forces, in the present case) while maintaining the
prescribed posture.
2.4 Wheel-Chair Model
The wheel-chair is modeled using four segments, i.e., the
two wheels, the seat, and the back-rest. These segments are
constrained to the global reference frame and used merely for
the visual representation of the wheel-chair. That is, these
segments were not directly used in the musculoskeletal analysis
of the wheel-chair propulsion problem. Instead, as explained
in the next section, the interactions between the human and
wheel-chair was modeled implicitly by prescribing the time-
dependent motion to various human-body segments and the
time-dependent force experienced by the right hand during
wheel-chair propulsion.
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2.5 Musculoskeletal Definition of the Wheel-Chair
Propulsion Problem
As mentioned above, wheel-chair/human-body interactions
were modeled implicitly by prescribing time-dependent
motions and forces to the body, Fig. 1. Speciﬁcally, seven
points in the body (three of which were located on the thorax
and one on the right humerus, the right radius, the right ulna,
and the right hand each) were used in the present case. Time-
dependent positions of these points were obtained in a set of
motion-capture laboratory experiments. Within these experi-
ments, a male individual experienced with the use of a wheel-
chair was instrumented with seven reﬂective markers on the
outside of his spine, the right shoulder and the right arm. After
a wheel-chair specialist adjusted the wheel-chair to match the
anthropometry of the person propelling the chair, the individual
was asked to propel the wheel-chair at a comfortable speed
while seven cameras recorded motion of the upper-body
markers. Meanwhile, motion capture measurements were taken
in order to locate and track the position of the reﬂective
markers. The markers-position data recorded as a function of
time were then used as input to the AnyBody Modeling System
to drive the human body model during the simulated wheel-
chair ride, Fig. 2 (Ref 16). The remainder of the body was then
allowed to acquire the appropriate posture by adjusting
kinematics of the spine in accordance with the so-called
‘‘spinal rhythm’’ algorithm. Within this algorithm, a single
input, the pelvis-thorax angle, is used to determine the three
rotational-joint angles of adjacent vertebrae (under a condition
that the passive-elastic elements of the spine are able to force
the spine to act cinematically as an elastic beam). The physical
soundness of the spinal-rhythm algorithm for the seating
posture has been validated by Rasmussen and de Zee using
motion capture experiments (Ref 17).
Time-dependent loads experienced by the right hand during
wheel-chair propulsion were obtained using laboratory exper-
iments and involved force-sensing push-rims operated by the
laboratory participant. The data were collected at a sampling
frequency of 240 Hz. The collected data were next ﬁltered
using a forth-order, 20 Hz low-pass Butterworth ﬁlter and then
the resulting forces in Newtons were obtained via simple
conversion from the collected data in Volts.
The markers-position and hand-force recorded data were
ﬁnally ﬁtted using an eight-order B-spline function, which
enabled determination of instantaneous values of the marker
locations and hand-push forces as required in the musculo-
skeletal analysis of wheel-chair propulsion.
3. Finite-Element and Design-Optimization
Procedures
As mentioned earlier, the results of the musculoskeletal
wheel-chair propulsion analysis in the form of: (a) fractured-
radius/implant assembly reference-frame/center-of-mass coor-
dinates, orientations, velocities and accelerations as a function
of time; (b) temporal variations of the spatial coordinates of
the muscle attachment/via points and of the muscle forces;
and (c) temporal variations of the spatial coordinates of
the radius/elbow and radius/wrist joint reaction forces and
Fig. 1 Scaled musculoskeletal model of a person propelling the
wheel-chair (not scaled to size)
Fig. 2 Participant in the wheel-chair motion-capture experiments
(Ref 16)
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moments, are exported from the AnyBody Modeling System
and used, as input, in a ﬁnite-element/design-optimization
analysis of the proximal radius-fracture ﬁxation-plate implant.
Some details pertaining to the ﬁnite-element/design-optimiza-
tion analysis are presented in the remainder of this section. In
Fig. 3, the names and the spatial locations of the muscle-
attachment/via points and the elbow and wrist joints are
provided for the right radius. In this ﬁgure, there are 45 muscle
attachment/via points and two joint points. Moments are
transferred to the radius only at the two joint points since
muscles, being contractile linear elements, can each provide
only a force.
In Fig. 4, a close-up is provided of the right radius along
with the adjoining bones. As can be seen, the radius contains a
proximal (i.e., next to the elbow) fracture and it is ﬁxed with a
lateral fracture ﬁxation-plate implant. The implant is attached to
the two segments of the fractured radius using six screws.
3.1 Finite Element Model and Analysis
3.1.1 The Model. The ﬁnite element model analyzed
consisted of a fractured right radius, a ﬁxation-plate implant,
and six locking screws. Typical ﬁnite element meshes used are
displayed in Fig. 5. The radius, the plate, and each of the
screws were discretized using ca. 13,000 ten-node second-order
tetrahedral solid elements, ca. 2,200 twenty-node second-order
brick elements, and ca. 200 twenty-node second-order brick
elements, respectively.
To apply the muscle forces and joint-reaction forces and
moments to the radius, each muscle-attachment/joint point is
combined with a neighboring section of the radius surface to
form a coupling. In this way, forces/moments acting at a
muscle-attachment/joint point are transferred to the radius over
a larger surface area preventing (unrealistic) stress-concentra-
tion artifacts.
Fig. 3 Spatial location of various muscle attachment points to the right radius
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To fasten the screws to the ﬁxation plate and to the two
bone segments, the outer surfaces of the screws are tied to the
mating surfaces of the plate/radius. In other words, a ‘‘perfect
fastening’’ condition is assumed to have been achieved using
the screws.
To prevent sections of the bottom surface of the ﬁxation-
plate implant between the screws from penetrating the radius, a
‘‘penalty-type’’ contact algorithm was employed. Within this
algorithm, penetration of the contacting surfaces is opposed by
a set of contact springs. Any level of contact pressure can be
transmitted through the contact interface. Shear stresses are
transmitted across the contact-interface in accordance with the
Coulomb friction law.
3.1.2 Material Models. The ﬁxation-plate implant and
the seven screws are assumed to be made of Ti-6Al-4V, a
Ti-based alloy which is commonly used in fractured-bone
ﬁxation applications. Ti-6Al-4V is modeled as a linear-elastic/
ideal-plastic material.
To provide a higher level of realism to the analysis, it is
recognized that radius is built of two types of bone tissues
(cortical and trabecular) and that density (and hence mechan-
ical properties) of the two types of bone tissues are spatially
non-uniform. To obtain the necessary data for deﬁning the
cortical-bone/trabecular-bone dividing surfaces and the spatial
distribution of the density within each of the two bone tissues,
Computed Tomography (CT) scans of the radius bone were
analyzed (Ref 18). An example of the CT scan of the radius
bone is shown in Fig. 6. For each bone tissue, the local gray-
scale level is proportional to the local density. CT images like
the one displayed in Fig. 6 are analyzed using the Medical
Imaging Software Mimics (Ref 19). Within Mimics, the
two bone tissues are differentiated by assigning two non-
overlapping gray-scale ranges, one for each bone tissue. Then,
the gray-scale of each pixel within the two bone tissues is
quantiﬁed using the Hounsﬁeld Unit (HU) value. The latter
are next converted into the corresponding bone-density val-
ues as: q = 1.9 HU/1,700, where the bone-density q is given in
g/cm3. Lastly, the relations listed in Table 1 in (Ref 18) were
used to compute the Youngs modulus as a function of the
local density within the two bone tissues. A constant value of
m = 0.3 was used for both bone tissues. No plasticity within the
radius was considered. In other words, it was assumed that the
radius was made of two isotropic heterogeneous linear-elastic
materials.
Fig. 4 A close-up view of the fractured right radius (with a lateral ﬁxation-plate implant and locking screws) and the adjoining bones at one
time instant during a wheel-chair propulsion-simulation run
Fig. 5 Typical ﬁnite-element meshes for the radius, the ﬁxation-
plate implant and six screws used in the quasi-static analysis of the
implant longevity
Fig. 6 A typical Computed Tomography (c7) scan of the radius
showing the presence of two bone tissues (the cortical and the tra-
becular) and the associated density variation within each bone tissue
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3.1.3 The Analysis. The results of the AnyBody-based
multi-body dynamic wheel-chair propulsion analysis over a
single hand-push cycle are exported at 100 equal time intervals.
For each of these intervals, a quasi-static ﬁnite-element analysis
of the radius/ﬁxation-plate/screws assembly is carried out. At
each of these time steps, the following AnyBody output
information was used as input boundary/loading conditions
(a) Spatial position of the radius/ﬁxation-plate/screw assembly
and the associated muscle-attachment and joint-reaction points;
(b) muscle forces and joint-reaction forces and moments; and
(c) the radius/plate/screws assembly (linear and angular)
velocities and accelerations.
The aforementioned AnyBody output data were used within
the ﬁnite element model as follows: (a) the spatial position data
were used to correctly position the ﬁnite-element model and the
points for the application of concentrated forces and moments;
(b) The muscle-force and joint-reaction force/moment data were
used to deﬁne concentrated-load type of boundary conditions;
and (c) The velocity and acceleration data were used to deﬁne
distributed (gravity, inertia, and centripetal) loading conditions.
The ﬁnite-element analysis results were used to determine:
(a) if the ﬁxation-plate implant has suffered (unacceptable)
plastic deformation; (b) if the two contacting fractured surfaces
of the radius have intruded into each other (also an unaccept-
able scenario); and (c) the stress-state of the most critical
elements (elements which control the fatigue life of the
ﬁxation-plate implant).
All the calculations pertaining to the quasi-static response of
the radius/plate/screws assembly are done using ABAQUS/
Standard, a commercially available general-purpose ﬁnite-
element program (Ref 20).
3.2 Design-Optimization Analysis
One of the main objectives of the present work was to carry
out optimization of the proximal radius-fracture ﬁxation-plate
implant design. The overall implant-design/geometry was
parameterized in terms of the following three parameters: (a)
plate thickness (2-4 mm); (b) angular plate-size (35-45); and
(c) angular plate-position (10-170), Fig. 7: The information
listed within the parentheses denotes the range of the parameter
in question with the 100 angular plate-position being located on
the proximal lateral side of the radius. Since the plate was
modeled as a solid structure, changes in its geometry entailed
continued re-meshing of this component during optimization.
In addition, since the screws length also changed during
optimization (in order to comply with the changing plate
thickness), the screws had to be re-meshed as well. Likewise,
since the depth/location of the holes within the radius changed
during implant optimization, the two bone fragments had to be
repeatedly re-meshed.
3.2.1 Structural Optimization. Structural optimization is
a class of engineering optimization problems in which the
evaluation of an objective function(s) or constraints requires the
use of structural analyses (typically a ﬁnite element analysis,
FEA). In compact form, the optimization problem can be
symbolically deﬁned as (Ref 21):
Minimize the objective function f (x)
Subjected to the non-equality constraints g(x)< 0 and
to the equality constraints h(x) = 0
with the design variables x belonging to the domain D
where, in general, g(x) and h(x) are vector functions. The design
variables x form a vector of parameters describing the geometry
of a part/component. For example, x, f(x), g(x), and h(x) can be
part dimensions, part weight, a stress condition deﬁning the
onset of plastic yielding, and constraints on part dimensions,
respectively. Depending on the nature of design variable in
question, its domain D can be continuous, discrete or a mixture
of the two. Furthermore, a structural optimization may have
multiple objectives, in which case the objective function
becomes a vector function.
Structural optimizations can be classiﬁed in many different
ways. One of these classiﬁcations distinguishes between
topology, size, and shape optimization methods.
Topology Optimization: Topology optimization which is
typically applied at the conceptual stage of part design
represents the design domain as the continuum mixture of a
solid material and ‘‘voids’’ and the optimal design is deﬁned
with respect to the distributions of the mixture density within
the design space (e.g. Ref 22).
Size Optimization: Within size optimization approach, the
dimensions that describe part geometry are used as design
variables, x. The application of size optimization is, conse-
quently, mostly used at the detailed part-design stage where
only ﬁne tuning of the part geometry is necessary. Size
optimization is typically quite straightforward and it generally
requires no re-meshing of the ﬁnite element models during
optimization iterations.
Shape Optimization: Shape optimization which is also
mostly used at the detailed part-design stage, allows the
changes in the boundary of part geometry. The boundaries are
typically represented as smooth parametric curves/surfaces,
since irregular boundaries typically deteriorate the accuracy of
ﬁnite element analysis or may even cause the numerical
instability of optimization algorithms. Because the product
geometry can change dramatically during the optimization
process, the automatic re-meshing of ﬁnite element models is
Table 1 Functional relations used to compute,
from CT-scans, density and the Youngs modulus







vs. density (q) relationship
Cortical
bone




qðg/cm3Þ ¼ 1:9 HU1700 E (MPa) = 1310(q(g/cm3))1.40
Fig. 7 Deﬁnitions of the fractured-radius ﬁxation-plate design/posi-
tioning variables used in the present implant optimization work
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usually required. Structural shape optimization methods are
generally classiﬁed as: (a) direct geometry manipulation and
(b) indirect geometry manipulation approaches. In the direct
geometry manipulation approaches, design variable x is a
vector of parameters representing the geometry of part bound-
ary, e.g., the control points of the boundary surfaces. In the
indirect geometry manipulation approaches, design variable x is
a vector of parameters that indirectly deﬁnes the boundary of
the product geometry. A comprehensive review of shape
optimization based on the direct and the indirect geometry
manipulation approaches can be found in Ref 23.
3.2.2 Fractured-Radius Fixation-Plate Design/Position-
ing Optimization. The fractured-radius ﬁxation-plate design/
positioning optimization problem was deﬁned as follows: The
plate mass is to be minimized while ensuring that during wheel-
chair propulsion no plastic deformation in the plate takes place,
no interpenetration of the two fractured radius segments occurs
and that no high-cycle fatigue failure will take place after a pre-
selected number of hand-push crank revolutions (set to two
million cycles, in accordance with a simple analysis presented
in Section 4).
The fractured-radius ﬁxation-plate design/positioning opti-
mization is carried out as a two-step procedure:
(a) within the ﬁrst step, a full-factorial Design of Experi-
ments (DOE) study was conducted using three design
variables: the plate thickness (2.0, 2.5, 3.0, 3.5, and
4.0 mm), plate angular size (35, 37, 39, 41, 43, and 45
degrees), and plate angular position (10, 55, 100, 145,
and 190 degrees), where the numbers within the paren-
theses represent the levels of each of the three design
variables. The full-factorial matrix includes 59 69 5 =
150 discrete designs. Three of these designs, each asso-
ciated with the same level of plate thickness (3 mm) and
the angular size (45) but at three different angular posi-
tions (10, 100, and 190) are displayed in Fig. 8; and
(b) once the DOE results are obtained and ﬁtted to a higher-
order mathematical function (the so-called ‘‘Response
Surface’’), the resulting meta-model is subjected to the
standard three design variable optimization procedure. In
other words, the optimization algorithm is applied to the
higher-order mathematical function without the use of
costly ﬁnite-element analyses. An example of the result-
ing maximum von Mises response surface for the com-
plete ranges of the ﬁxation-plate design at three different
angular positions is shown, respectively, in Fig. 8(a)-(c).
The ﬁxation-plate design/positioning optimization problem
was implemented into and solved using HyperStudy (Ref 24),
a general purpose multi-disciplinary multi-objective optimiza-
tion software. For a deﬁned optimization problem, this
software invokes a pre-selected DOE algorithm (a full-
factorial method, in the present case) and an optimization
algorithm [the Adaptive Response Surface Method (Ref 25),
in the present case], prepares the appropriate input ﬁles for the
ﬁnite-element analysis, launches the ﬁnite-element solver and
reads and interprets the ﬁnite-element results in order to
construct the response surface in the DOE case and to
determine the immediate search direction in the design-
optimization case.
3.2.3 Implant Fatigue-Life Prediction. As mentioned
earlier, one of the fractured-radius ﬁxation-plate design-
optimization constraints pertains to the attainment of a
pre-selected lifecycle. Since this lifecycle is expected to be
high-cycle fatigue controlled, a fatigue-based lifecycle predic-
tion procedure had to be developed in the present work. The
ﬁrst step in this direction was to examine the temporal behavior
of the muscle forces and reaction forces and moments during a
single hand-push cycle. An example of the results obtained for
the two (elbow and wrist) joint-reaction force and moment
components is displayed in Fig. 9(a) and (b). Simple exami-
nation of the results displayed in these ﬁgures show that the
temporal evolution of various forces and moments is not in
phase and that these forces/moments are not associated with
constant amplitude. These ﬁndings have important conse-
quences to the type of fatigue-life prediction analysis which
should be employed. Firstly, the non-constant nature of the
load amplitude implies that a cycle-counting procedure [e.g.,
the so-called Rainﬂow Cycle-counting Analysis (Ref 26)]
should be employed in order to represent (highly irregular)
time-dependent loading as a collection of constant-amplitude
(ﬁxed mean-value) loading cycles. Secondly, since temporal
evolution of the various muscle forces and joint-reaction forces
and moments are out of phase, not only the magnitude of
stresses/strains at an arbitrary point in the radius/plate/screw
assembly varies as a function of time, but also the orientation
of the associated principal coordinate system is time variant.
Fig. 8 Examples of the ﬁxation-plate design at three different
angular positions. Please see text for details
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The latter ﬁndings are what makes the loading ‘‘non-propor-
tional’’ and the fatigue-life prediction more complex. In other
words, the stress state in general, and the maximum principal
stress speciﬁcally do not scale linearly with the overall load
magnitudes. Consequently, to reveal the stress state history of
the ﬁxation-plate during a single hand-push cycle, ﬁnite-
element analyses of the fractured radius subjected to the time-
varying muscle forces and joint reaction-forces and moments
had to be carried out multiple times (100 times in the present
case) over a single hand-push cycle period.
3.2.4 High-Cycle Stress-Based Fatigue Analysis. Due
to a relatively simple geometry of the fractured-radius
ﬁxation-plate implant and the fact that a pre-deﬁned high-
cycle fatigue life is mandated for this component, it was
deemed reasonable to assume that the fatigue-life of this
component will be stress controlled. Furthermore it is
assumed that the stress-based function responsible for the
fatigue-induced failure is the maximum principal (tensile)
stress. Next, stress-amplitude dependence of the number of
cycles till failure is assumed to be deﬁned by the traditional
Basquin relation (e.g., Ref 27) and the effect of the mean
value of the maximum principal (tensile) stress is accounted
for through the use of Goodman relation (e.g., Ref 27). The
high-cycle fatigue parameters for Ti-6Al-4V are obtained from
the Ansys fatigue material database (Ref 28).
To compute the number of cycles till failure for the given
design/thickness of the fractured-radius ﬁxation-plate implant,
the procedure developed in our previous work was utilized
(Ref 29). Due to space limitations, only a brief overview of this
procedure will be provided here. The main steps of this
procedure applied to each ﬁnite element of the ﬁxation-plate
implant include:
(a) utilization of the ﬁnite-element calculation results to
determine temporal evolution of the maximum principal
(tensile) stress/strain;
(b) application of the rainﬂow cycle counting analysis to
determine a three-dimensional histogram relating the
number of cycles with the maximum principal
stress/strain amplitude and the associated mean value.
Fig. 9 Temporal evolution of the elbow and wrist joint reaction
forces and moments over a single hand-push cycle
Fig. 10 Typical: (a) Rainﬂow cycle-counting analysis; and
(b) Goodman-diagram procedure results obtained in the ﬁxation-plate
implant fatigue-life assessment procedure
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An example of the typical results obtained in this por-
tion of the work is displayed in Fig. 10(a);
(c) the use of the Goodman diagram for the calculation of
the fractional damage associated with each load-cycle
type (as characterized by a ﬁxed value of the stress/
strain amplitude and the stress/strain mean value). An
example of the typical results obtained in this portion of
the work is displayed in Fig. 10(b); and
(d) computation of the total fractional damage associated
with all load-cycle types and the use of the Miners
rule to compute the corresponding number of cycles till
failure as an inverse of this fractional damage.
The fractured-radius ﬁxation-plate implant life cycle is then
set to that of its element associated with the smallest number of
cycle till failure.
4. Results and Discussion
4.1 Musculoskeletal Wheel-Chair Propulsion Analysis
As mentioned earlier the sole purpose of conducting the
musculoskeletal wheel-chair propulsion analysis was to obtain
physiologically realistic loading conditions for the radius/
ﬁxation-plate/screws assembly. Speciﬁcally, at each of
100 time increments during a single hand-push cycle, the
muscle forces and the joint reaction forces and moments as
well as the spatial position of the muscle attachment/via points
and the joint-reaction points had to be obtained from the
musculoskeletal analysis. In addition, the spatial position and
the orientation of the radius/plate/screws assembly at each
time increment had to be obtained from the musculoskeletal
analysis.
An example of the temporal evolution of the forces and
moments acting on the radius (at the elbow and wrist joint
points) was shown earlier, Fig. 9(a) and (b). Similar results
were obtained at muscle attachment/via points. As pointed out
earlier these forces and moments are of non-constant amplitude
and not in-phase resulting in non-proportional type of loading
on the radius.
An example of the human-body/wheel-chair kinematics/
muscle-activity results at four time intervals during a single
hand-push cycle is shown in Fig. 11(a)-(d). It should be noted
that the activity of each muscle (i.e., the force produced by the
muscle) is displayed pictorially in these ﬁgures by the thickness
and the color shading of the line segments representing the
muscles. Hence, the results displayed in Fig. 11(a)-(d) can be
used to qualitatively assess how the activity/recruitment of
different muscles is changing during a single hand-push cycle,
e.g., variation in the activity of the Brachialis muscle is marked
in these ﬁgures.
Fig. 11 Temporal evolution of the human-body kinematics and muscles activity at four equally spaced times during a single hand-push cycle
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4.2 Finite Element Results
Since it was assumed throughout this work that the locking
screws can secure well the ﬁxation-plate implant to the two
fractured-radius segments, the focus of the ﬁnite-element
investigation was placed on the ﬁxation-plate implant. The
three primary functional requirements imposed onto the implant
were: (a) sufﬁciently high strength to prevent any plastic
deformation within the ﬁxation plate; (b) adequate bending
stiffness to prevent the two radius segments from intruding into
each other; and (c) a pre-selected fatigue life expressed as a
number of hand-push cycles. Using an expected implant
resident time of 3 years and an average daily number of
hand-push cycling of 1,000, the implant fatigue life was set to
two million cycles.
An example of the typical ﬁnite-element results is displayed
in Fig. 12(a) and (b). The results displayed in Fig. 12(a) show
that the von-Mises equivalent stress is substantially lower than
the Ti-6Al-4V yield strength (930 MPa). Thus, under all the
loading and ﬁxation-plate design conditions the implant
strength requirement was found to be met. Likewise, the
condition regarding the maximum interpenetration of the
fracture surfaces of the radius was found to be satisﬁed (i.e.,
<0.001 m) for all combinations of loading conditions and the
ﬁxation-plate thickness.
As far as the ﬁxation-plate implant fatigue-life requirements
is concerned, it is found to be satisﬁed at some of the limits and
not to be satisﬁed at the other limits of the implant-design/
positioning optimization variables. As mentioned earlier the
fatigue-life in the present case is controlled by the maximum
principal stress. Figure 12(b) displays an example of the typical
results pertaining to spatial distribution of this stress compo-
nent. Clearly the elements surrounding some of the screw-holes
are associated with the highest levels of the maximum principal
stress and are likely to control the overall fatigue-life of the
component.
4.3 Implant-Design/Optimization Results
As stated earlier, under all the implant-design and muscle/
joint-imposed loading conditions, the functional requirements
for the implant pertaining to its strength and bending stiffness
were found to be satisﬁed. This is documented for the strength
case in Fig. 13(a)-(c) in which the results of the DOE study are
displayed for the von Mises stress as a function of the implant
angular size and angular position at three different levels of the
ﬁxation-plate implant thickness. It is evident that the maximum
von Mises stress for all the designs and all loading conditions
represents only a minor fraction of the implant-material yield
strength (930 MPa). Based on these ﬁndings and the fact that
the implant-design/positioning optimization is carried out
within the same design domain used in the DOE study, the
stiffness and strength requirements were not considered any
further. The focus will be placed in this section on the
functional requirement pertaining to the fatigue-life require-
ment of the implant.
Typical results pertaining to the progress of the implant
design/positioning optimization are displayed in Fig. 14(a) and
(b). In Fig. 14(a), the implant mass (objective function which is
being minimized) is monitored as a function of the optimization
iteration number. In Fig. 14(b), on the other hand, the corre-
sponding implant fatigue-life (one of the constraining function,
the minimum acceptable value which is set to two million
cycles) is also monitored as a function of the optimization
iteration number. The results displayed in Fig. 14(a) and (b)
show that the optimized mass of the fractured-radius ﬁxation-
plate implant is around 6.07 g. This optimal implant design is
associated with the following values of the three design/
positioning variables: (a) implant thickness of 3.06 mm;
(b) implant angular size of 41.09; and (c) implant angular
position of 105.7.
4.4 Material Selection
Until this point in the present investigation, the same
implant material, Ti-6Al-4V STA (Solution Treated and Aged)
alloy was used. This is a commonly used fractured-radius
ﬁxation-plate implant material which provides a good combi-
nation of bio-compatibility, mechanical performance, and a low
material/manufacturing cost. The present investigation has
established that the key performance aspect of the ﬁxation-
plate implant under consideration is fatigue life. While retaining
the requirements concerning low material/manufacturing cost
and bio-compatibility (ensured by carrying out material selec-
tion within the family of Ti-based alloys), a material selection
procedure was conducted in the present work in order to
identify potential material substitutes for Ti-6Al-4V.
While examining different Ti-based material alternatives, it
was found that in all cases considered, strength requirement can
be readily attained. Consequently, implant-material selection
was carried out with respect to simultaneously, satisfying the
implant stiffness and longevity requirements only and, at
the end of the material-selection process, it was conﬁrmed that
the strength requirements were indeed satisﬁed. In all the cases
considered, it was found that the longevity requirement is more
difﬁcult to meet. Consequently, in deﬁning a single material
selection parameter, a higher weighting factor (wEL = 0.8) was
selected for endurance limit and a lower weighting factor
(wYM = 0.2) for the Youngs modulus of the candidate material.
For convenience, the endurance limit and the Youngs modulus
Fig. 12 Typical results pertaining to the spatial distribution of:
(a) von-Mises equivalent stress (red = 30 MPa and blue = 0.1 MPa);
and (b) maximum principal stress (red = 20 MPa and blue = 0.3 MPa)
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of each candidate material are normalized by their respective
counterparts in Ti-6Al-4V. Thus, the material selection index
for the ﬁxation-plate implant is deﬁned as:




where rEL denotes endurance limit while E is the Youngs
modulus. Clearly, M = 1.0 for Ti-6Al-4V and for a material
to be considered as a potential substitute for Ti-6Al-4V, its M
must be larger than 1.0.
It should be noted that the endurance limit of a material is
typically obtained under zero mean-stress/strain loading con-
ditions. Consequently, the use of this parameter in a material
selection process does not take into account the important effect
that mean stress/strain can have on the ‘‘inﬁnite-life’’ material
strength (i.e., the endurance limit). To overcome this problem,
and still keep the material selection procedure relatively simple
and manageable, a variable-mean stress/strain effective endur-
ance limit is deﬁned and used in Eq (5). This quantity is deﬁned
as a weighted average of the endurance-limit values associated
with different mean-stress/strain levels encountered during a
simple hand-push cycle. The weighting factors in these
calculations were set to the corresponding number fractions
of the given mean-stress/strain level encountered during a
simple hand-push cycle.
To assist the implant material-selection process, a normal-
ized stiffness (E/ETi-6Al-4V) versus normalized endurance limit
(r/rTi-6Al-4V) plot is constructed in Fig. 15. Few iso-M lines
are also drawn in this ﬁgure. The results displayed in Fig. 15
show that, with respect to the implant performance (as deﬁned
by its strength, stiffness, and longevity), Ti-10V-2Fe-3Al STA,
Ti-3Al-8V-6Cr-4Zr-4Mo (Beta C), or Ti-15V-3Cr-3Sn-3Al
STA may be a better alternative for the implant than Ti-6Al-
4V. However, the ﬁnal decision regarding the substitution of
Ti-6Al-4V with these material alternatives should also account
for material/manufacturing cost. Due to a lack of reliable/stable
data pertaining to the cost of the materials in question, the
effect of cost on material selection could not be taken into
account in the present work.
5. Summary and Conclusions
Based on the work conducted and the results obtained in the
present investigation, the following main summary remarks and
conclusions can be drawn:
1. Design/positioning optimization of a fractured-radius
ﬁxation-plate implant is investigated computationally.
Fig. 13 Typical results of the Design of Experiments study pertaining to the variation of the maximum von Mises stress as a function of the
ﬁxation-plate angular size and angular position at three levels of the plate thickness: (a) 2 mm; (b) 3 mm; and (c) 4 mm
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To provide the realistic physiological loading conditions
experienced by the implant during normal daily activities
of the patient, a musculoskeletal multi-body dynamics
analysis is coupled with implant ﬁnite-element/design-
optimization methods.
2. The results show that out of the three functional require-
ments placed on the implant (i.e., its strength, bending
stiffness, and longevity), it is longevity which typically
controls the implant optimal design/positioning.
3. Under an assumption that the musculoskeletal multi-body
dynamics analysis of the wheel-chair propulsion can be
used to mimic the most critical loading conditions experi-
enced by the radius-ﬁxation implant during normal daily
activities of the human with a surgically implanted
radius-ﬁxation plate, the optimal implant design and posi-
tioning were determined with respect to the attainment of
a minimal implant mass.
4. In the ﬁnal portion of the article, potential material
replacements have been considered for Ti-6Al-4V, the
alloy used in the present ﬁnite-element/design-optimiza-
tion analysis of a radius-ﬁxation implant, in order to fur-
ther reduce implant thickness.
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